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**Abstract**  The international system has entered a period of increased competition, accompanied by a steady retreat from multilateralism and international institutions. The purpose of this article is to assess the legal implications of these developments from the perspective of three concepts that have risen to prominence in recent years: lawfare, hybrid warfare and grey zone conflict. In doing so, the article makes three arguments. The instrumental use of international law for strategic purposes forms an integral feature of international relations and should not be mistaken, as realists are prone to do, for the irrelevance of law in international affairs. Although the notions of lawfare, hybrid warfare and grey zone conflict all contribute towards a better understanding of the ways in which international law is employed for strategic ends in the current security environment, neither offers a sufficient framework for analysis and policy action. Instead, the challenges posed to status quo powers by the revisionist instrumentalization of international law are best countered by adopting a legal resilience perspective and an operational mindset.

**Introduction**

Throughout most of the world, Canada is renowned for its contribution to the cause of multilateralism, international institutions and the progressive development of international law. Canadians often pride themselves on their country’s long-standing commitment to the international rule of law (Fitzgerald et al 2018). It therefore seems out of character for Canada to stand accused of a blatant violation of its international obligations. Yet this is the charge levelled against it by the Russian Federation.

On 17 October 2018, the Cannabis Act entered into force in Canada.¹ The Act created a regulatory framework that permits the controlled production, distribution, sale and possession of cannabis. By legalizing the recreational use of the drug, the Act put Canada on a collision course with three international drug control treaties (Habibi and Hoffman 2018).² As the International
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¹. Cannabis Act (SC 2018, c 16).
². Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs, 30 March 1961, 18 UST 1407, 520 UNTS 151; Convention on
Narcotics Control Board, the body charged with overseeing the implementation of the agreements, has pointed out, the Cannabis Act is incompatible with Canada’s international commitments. Russia’s accusations against Ottawa are therefore not unfounded, it seems. Nevertheless, their tone is curious. In its statements on the matter, Russia has complained of Canadian ‘high-handedness’ and repeatedly emphasized the deliberate and fundamental nature of its violation of the applicable rules. Never shy of hyperbole, Russian officials have also accused the Canadian Government of consciously destroying the international drug control regime, promoting selective compliance with international agreements, failing to perform its obligations in good faith and belying its self-professed support for a rules-based world order. Notwithstanding Canada’s failure to comply with its obligations, these accusations ring hollow. Their mocking tenor does little to conceal their primary objective, which is to paint a picture of Canadian duplicity and disdain for international rules that stands in stark contrast with the Russian Federation’s record of strict compliance and heartfelt concern for the fate of the international legal order.

The passing of the Cannabis Act and Russia’s attempts to turn it into a propaganda coup present a sorry spectacle. They are just one sign among many which suggest that the rules-based international order is in trouble. The last decade has seen the return of a multipolar international system marked by the resurgence of realpolitik and increased competition between the great powers (see Mazarr et al 2018; Porter 2019). By annexing Crimea, Russia has violated one of the core principles of international law (Grant 2015; Geiß 2015; Bering 2017), the rule against the acquisition of another State’s territory through force (Korman 1996). China is asserting its interests more vigorously in the international arena, claiming parts of the South China Sea (Dupuy and Dupuy 2013; Gao and Jia 2013) and rejecting the award rendered against it in this matter by
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6. See, for example, Note Verbale CML/8/2011 from the Permanent Mission of the People’s Republic of China
the Permanent Court of Arbitration. Western powers too are prepared to disregard international rules at times, as they did by striking Syrian regime targets in response to chemical attacks on civilians in April 2018 (Goldsmith and Hathaway 2018; but see Dunlap 2018).

These incidents feed into broader concerns about the future direction of the international system. Recent withdrawals from international institutions and agreements, such as Burundi’s departure from the International Criminal Court (Ssenyonjo 2018; Alter, Gathii and Helfer 2016) and the US renunciation of the Iran nuclear agreement and other international instruments (Talmon 2019), suggest that support for multilateralism is waning (see Cohen 2018). International law and institutions are being side-lined and appear increasingly impotent. Judge James Crawford (2018, 1) of the International Court of Justice has captured the prevailing mood by observing that nowadays international law is invoked in ‘an increasingly antagonistic way’, whilst at other times it is ‘apparently or even transparently ignored.’

The present article places these developments within the context of the current debates over lawfare and the legal dimension of hybrid warfare and grey zone conflicts, with the aim of moving these debates onto new, more fruitful ground. The paper advances three core arguments. First, it suggests that the instrumentalization of law and legal processes is an integral feature of the international system, one from which a certain creed of realism draws the mistaken conclusion that a rules-based international order cannot possibly exist. Second, it argues that the notions of lawfare, hybrid warfare and grey zone conflict all contribute towards a better understanding of the role that international law plays in the contemporary strategic environment, but that neither of these three concepts offers an adequate framework for analysis and policy action. Finally, it suggests that the challenges posed by the instrumentalization of international law are best countered by adopting a legal resilience perspective and fostering an operational mindset.

The tragedy of international law

To some, the dire state of international law and multilateralism merely confirms that the notion of
a rules-based international order is a delusion. In the aftermath of the Cold War, John Mearsheimer (1994) warned against the ‘false promise’ of international institutions as a means for promoting peace and stability, a view echoed in the latest US National Security Strategy. More recently, Patrick Porter (2016; see also Porter 2018) has argued that a rules-based international order is unattainable. The world is a ‘tragic place’ where great powers break the rules at their discretion if it serves their interests. To believe that order in international relations can be based on strict rules is to engage in wishful thinking.

Realist scholars are right to pour scorn on the legalist belief that formal rules and institutions can supplant power politics. But legalism so defined offers a thoroughly romanticized account of the role of law in international affairs, one that is little more than a caricature. Law is a function of political society, as EH Carr (1939, 227–231) argued years ago. This means that law’s authority derives, ultimately, from politics and is sustained by a concrete social order. But it also means that law serves a distinct social need. Law provides society with predictability. It affords a sense of ‘regularity and continuity’ without which political life would not be possible (ibid, 232; see also Luhmann 2004, 142–172). Porter (2016) suggests that a workable international order must be forged not by lawyers, but by canny diplomats relying on ‘compromise, adjustment, mutual concessions and a continually negotiated universe, backed by deterrence and material strength.’ Yet it is difficult to see how such compromise, adjustment, concessions, negotiations and even deterrence (see Schelling 2008, 49–55) could be sustained without formal rules and institutions—or lawyers, for that matter.

Classic realists were more perceptive in this regard. Discussing the decentralized nature of international law in his Politics among Nations, Hans Morgenthau (1948, 214) made the following observation:

Governments… are always anxious to shake off the restraining influence which international law might have upon their international policies, to use international law instead for the promotion of their national interests, and to evade legal obligations which might be harmful to them. They have used the imprecision of international law as a ready-made tool for furthering their ends. They have done so by advancing unsupported claims to legal rights and by distorting the meaning of generally recognized rules of international law.

This passage does not paint a flattering picture of international law, but it depicts its operation in more accurate terms than the cliché of legalism. In 2014, Russia did not simply invade and annex
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10 The White House, *The National Security Strategy of the United States of America* (December 2017). The Strategy paints a picture of continuous competition between States and a failure of international institutions to restrain and integrate revisionist powers, such as China.
Crimea with a passing reference to the Melian Dialogue, but offered an elaborate legal argument to justify its actions (Borgen 2015; Ambrosio 2016). According to President Putin, in the absence of a legitimate executive authority in Ukraine, Russia was compelled to intervene to protect the people of Crimea and to create the conditions in which they could exercise their right of self-determination, ostensibly in line with the bilateral agreements governing the presence of Russian forces on the Crimean Peninsula. The use of such legal rhetoric for strategic ends has a long tradition. On 17 September 1939, the Soviet Union justified its invasion of Poland by arguing that the Polish State and Government had ceased to exist, that Soviet-Polish treaties therefore had lost their validity and that Russian military action was necessary to protect the life and property of the population of Western Ukraine and Western White Russia.

Sceptics will object that the use of international legal arguments for the purposes of territorial aggrandizement hardly amounts to a ringing endorsement of a rules-based international order. But this misses the point. As Josef Kunz (1945, 549) once quipped, most international lawyers are comfortable working with two international laws: one for their own nation and one for their enemies. The rules, processes and institutions of international law facilitate cooperation between international actors in pursuit of their goals and values, but at the same time they also enable conflict by sustaining disagreement and competition. International law constrains as well as enables both friends and foes. Taking this insight to its logical conclusion, Monika Hakimi (2017) has recently argued that fostering cooperation and conflict are in fact symbiotic functions of international law (see also Hurd 2017). To annex Crimea, Moscow relied on well-established international instruments. It first recognized the ‘Republic of Crimea’ as a sovereign and independent State and then entered into an international agreement with that ‘Republic’ to
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11. Thucydides (2009), 5.84–5.111. The Melian Dialogue is regarded as a classic illustration of the necessities of power, famous for making the point that ‘The strong do what they can: the weak suffer what they must’ (ibid, 5.89). See Wassermann (1947).


incorporate its territory into the Russian Federation. In response, the member States of the European Union utilized Article 215 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union to adopt restrictive measures against Russia with the declared aim of increasing the costs of its infringement of the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. Realists who see in the annexation of Crimea merely a violation of the prohibition to use force, and thus the irrelevance of law in the face of realpolitik, overlook the fact that international law and power interact in more subtle ways. Law is an instrument of power politics, a framework for countermeasures and a vocabulary for contesting legitimacy all at once.

Yet herein lies the tragedy of international law. Seen from a classic positivist perspective, international law, like any legal system, is instrumental in nature. Its purpose is to serve other ends: predictability, justice, security, the good life. However, since those ends are contested, international law itself is contestable and open to instrumentalization in the service of conflicting objectives and interests. There is a constant tension between those seeking to preserve the status quo embodied in the international system and those hoping to overthrow it (Morgenthau 1929, 75–78; Carr 1939, 230). The politicization of international law therefore is inevitable. All questions of international law are political to a greater or lesser extent (Morgenthau 1929, 69–70; Lauterpacht 1933, 155). Nonetheless, international law must constantly reassert its distinct logic and formalist modus operandi to avoid collapsing into politics (see Luhmann 2004, 76–141), otherwise it would no longer be capable of performing a distinctly legal function in the society it is meant to serve. If international law became mere policy, it would lose the predictability and normativity that sets it apart from

18. Ironically, in so doing they display a remarkable lack of realism about the operation of international law. See Brownlie (1982).
19. It is a mistake, therefore, to assume that a rules-based international order must necessarily be a pluralist and liberal one. See Simpson (2001).
20. In the South West Africa Cases, Second Phase (Liber v S Afr; Eth v S Afr), Judgment, 1966 ICJ Rep 6, ¶ 49 (July 18), the International Court of Justice put this point as follows: ‘Law exists, it is said, to serve a social need; but precisely for that reason it can do so only through and within the limits of its own discipline. Otherwise, it is not a legal service that would be rendered.’
other functional systems. “We cannot reduce it to politics without eliminating it as law”, as Oscar Schachter (1982, 25) warned.

International law is thus caught in a dynamic where the instrumental use of rules forms a core feature of the system, yet where certain forms and manifestations of instrumentalization are deeply corrosive to the idea of a rules-based international order (generally, see Tamanaha 2006). For example, State recognition constitutes a legitimate means to give effect to the right of self-determination of peoples, as happened in the case of Ukraine following its declaration of independence on 24 August 1991 (Rich 1993, 40–42). By contrast, using State recognition as a means to carry out the forcible annexation of another State’s territory, as Russia has done in relation to Crimea, undermines the rule of law (Shany 2014). In cases such as these, a judicial body or other expert audience may find it relatively straightforward to distinguish between valid and invalid legal claims, and thus between the use and abuse of the law, as measured against established methods of interpretation and the substantive values and standards of behaviour enshrined in the international legal order as it presently stands. In other situations the dividing line between the acceptable and abusive instrumentalization of international law may not be so clear even to an expert audience (see, for example, Morton 2002, 99–101) and it will be even less evident to the general public. Indeed, more often than not, States and other actors employ international legal arguments not in order to convince a body of experts, but as a vocabulary of political persuasion, as a language of political judgment and legitimacy (Kennedy 2006), aimed to win over a wider audience at home or abroad. In an age of fake news and information warfare, we should therefore not be surprised to find that the boundaries between formal legal argumentation and blatant propaganda, between at least tenable legal arguments and legal disinformation, have become more fluid. International law thus oscillates between political tribalism and principled arguments over the validity of legal claims.

Making sense of the strategic environment

None of these dilemmas are new, of course (for example, see Henkin 1979, 88–98, and Koskenniemi 1990, 2005 and 2009). However, they have gained renewed vigour as a result of the more competitive international environment, the progressive legalization of foreign affairs and the growing appetite for legal accountability in our societies (see Rowe 2016). They thus lie at the heart of what Judge Crawford has called the turn to a more antagonistic international law.

In recent years, three concepts have entered the scholarly and policy discourse in an attempt to explain and frame these developments: lawfare, hybrid warfare and grey zone conflict. All three concepts make a useful contribution to a better understanding of the role of international law as a
medium of strategic competition, but they also suffer from certain shortcomings and analytical blind spots.

**Lawfare**

The notion of lawfare was introduced into mainstream legal discourse by Major General Charlie Dunlap (2001). In his initial writings, Dunlap described lawfare as a ‘method of warfare where law is used as a means of realizing a military objective’ (ibid, 4). The example that most readily comes to mind is the deliberate violation by an adversary of its legal obligations in the hope of obtaining an illicit advantage on the battlefield. The law of armed conflict prohibits using the presence or movement of civilians to render certain points or areas immune from military operations, in particular in an attempt to shield military objectives from attack or to shield, favour or impede military operations. However, the fact that an adversary employs human shields in violation of this prohibition does not relieve another belligerent from its duty to protect civilians. By prioritizing the protection of civilians, the law thus affords unscrupulous adversaries with an asymmetric advantage: placing civilians near military objectives may shield the latter from attack, provided that the attacking party continues to abide by its own obligations.

In the eyes of most commentators, lawfare is firmly associated with acting in bad faith (see Horton 2010, 170; Luban 2010, 458–459). However, in later writings, Dunlap emphasized its essentially neutral character (2008, 146–148; 2010, 122; 2011, 315). If law is a means of warfare, then the question whether its use is beneficial or harmful depends entirely on who is employing it for what purpose and against whom. Law, therefore, does not differ much from a rifle: whether or not a rifle is a good thing depends in large measure on which end of the barrel one happens to stand. Understood in these terms, lawfare is an agnostic concept that simply describes the use or abuse of law as a means to achieving a military goal (Dunlap 2010, 122). It follows that lawfare can be a force for good. For instance, it is not far-fetched to describe the establishment of the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia as an example of lawfare, bearing in mind that one of the aims pursued by the Security Council was to influence the behaviour of the warring parties in the absence of effective military means to do so (Reisman 1998, 46–49; see also


22. Additional Protocol I art 51(8).
Others have built on Dunlap’s work to refine the concept further. Orde Kittrie (2016, 8) defines lawfare as the use of law to create the same or similar effects as those traditionally sought from conventional military action, provided the party using law in this manner is motivated by a desire to weaken or destroy an adversary. The addition of an intent requirement is designed to exclude from the definition actions that are not hostile in character and thereby distinguish it from ordinary, adversarial lawyering.

Despite such refinements, the concept suffers from several limitations (see also Voetelink 2017). The instrumental use of international law is not confined to war. States regularly employ law and legal arguments to pursue their interests outside the context of armed hostilities, for example as China does in the South China Seas. As traditionally understood, lawfare fails to capture the instrumentalization of law beyond armed conflict and for purposes other than strictly military gains. In fact, even during armed conflict, non-State actors such as Hamas and Hezbollah do not resort to lawfare and place civilians at risk solely or even primarily in order to achieve a direct operational advantage. Rather, the benefit they seek often lies in the information domain, where they can exploit the increased rates of civilian suffering caused by their own failure to comply with the law to delegitimize their opponent (see Gemunder Center for Defense and Strategy 2018, especially 28–35; see also Blank 2017). The traditional concept also says little about the standards against which lawfare should be assessed. For example, what criteria should be applied to prioritize different instances of lawfare and to distinguish them from ordinary legal business? If lawfare truly is a neutral concept, how should law-abiding nations know where the dividing line between the legitimate use of law and its impermissible abuse lies (see Noone 2010, 83–85)? In the absence of general agreement on this question, lawfare is open to the charge that it is simply a label used to discredit perfectly routine legal claims by tarnishing them with the brush of illegitimacy (Hughes 2016; Irani 2017). The concept is also clouded by national experiences. In the UK, for example, lawfare seems indelibly, but unhelpfully, associated with narrow concerns over human rights litigation and its impact on military effectiveness (see Tugendhat and Croft 2013, 35).

Hybrid warfare

The notion of hybrid warfare originally emerged in the context of debates over the changing

23. SC Res 827, preamble (25 May 1993). See also UN SCOR, 48th Sess, 3217th mtg, 12 (France), 19 (UK), 21 (Hungary), 22–23 (New Zealand), 24–25 (Japan), 27 (Morocco) and 32 (Pakistan), UN Doc S/PV.3217 (25 May 1993).
character of war and the associated question of future force structures and force modernization (Mattis and Hoffman 2005; see Tenenbaum 2015). One of the earliest proponents of the term is Frank Hoffman (2007; 2009). With adversaries increasingly deploying an integrated mix of conventional capabilities and irregular tactics in the same battlespace, Hoffman argued that distinct modes of warfighting, acts of terrorism and criminality were converging to produce a hybrid form of war. Following Russia’s annexation of Crimea, the concept gained wider popularity and entered the Western strategic lexicon. In the process, it acquired a looser meaning to refer to the combined use of military and non-military, conventional and unconventional, overt and covert means of exercising influence (Fridman 2018). This conceptual drift has not escaped criticism. In the eyes of many commentators, a loose understanding of hybrid warfare is little more than a shorthand for geostrategic competition across multiple domains or a euphemism for Russian aggression that offers few, if any, useful insights (see Charap 2015; Monaghan 2015; Renz 2016). Responding to these criticism, other approaches define hybrid warfare as being aimed at exploiting the societal vulnerabilities of a targeted nation, including its political institutions, decision-making processes and critical infrastructure (see Multinational Capability Development Campaign 2019, 13). Understood in this way, hybrid warfare is more readily characterised as a method employed by revisionist actors.

Hybrid warfare is not a legal term of art and its conceptual fluidity has made it difficult to assess its legal implications (see O’Connell 2015; Wittes 2015). However, both NATO and the EU have associated certain legal challenges with the notion.24 Hybrid adversaries are said to deploy law and legal arguments in an effort to gain an operational or strategic advantage. They do so in several ways. They exploit the lack of legal interoperability and consensus among Western nations. They generate and exploit legal ambiguity. They also circumvent legal boundaries and thresholds to avoid triggering the applicability of mutual assistance commitments, such as Article 5 of the North Atlantic Treaty.25 In addition, it has become practically an article of faith that the classic distinction between war and peace is fading away as a consequence of the hybridization of warfare. For example, at their Brussels summit held in July 2018, NATO leaders took note of the increasing


25 4 April 1949, 63 Stat 2241, 34 UNTS 244.
challenges posed by States and non-State actors ‘who use hybrid activities that aim to create ambiguity and blur the lines between peace, crisis, and conflict.’

The narrow understanding of hybrid warfare, as initially proposed by Hoffman, describes a form of operational art and is therefore closely linked to the conduct of open hostilities. It shares this feature with Dunlap’s definition of lawfare. In fact, lawfare has been identified as a specific hybrid warfare technique (Muñoz Mosquera and Bachmann 2016). The narrow understanding of hybrid warfare draws attention to the multimodal character of contemporary conflicts. This in turn highlights certain legal difficulties, such as the scope of application of the law of armed conflict and its interaction with other legal regimes. However, such a narrow perspective runs into the same objection as the classic definition of lawfare. Adversaries utilize hybrid tactics, including lawfare, not just in the shadow of impending armed conflict or during actual hostilities, but also in situations where there is no immediate prospect of war. The attempted murder of Sergei Skripal with a chemical nerve agent in the city of Salisbury on 4 March 2018 offers an example. This is why many commentators and organizations such as the European Union prefer to use the term hybrid threats instead. But that notion suffers from its own shortcomings: its inherent vagueness and sheer breadth undermines its utility as a framework for analysis.

One way out of this conceptual morass is to contextualize. According to the European Centre of Excellence for Countering Hybrid Threats, hybrid threats involve the systematic targeting of the political, social, economic, military and other vulnerabilities of Western nations by their strategic competitors and adversaries. Whether or not this definition should be read as a symptom of Western existential angst, as some have suggested (Mälksoo 2018), it does have the advantage of narrowing down the discussion to a set of empirically observable hostile tactics. These include plausible deniability, interference not reaching the level of prohibited intervention, acting through proxies, information operations and the use of force below the threshold of an armed attack. Rather helpfully, this also focuses attention on certain legal difficulties and areas of law, including the attribution of wrongful acts, the law of cyber operations, countermeasures, the rules governing the use of force and the law of armed conflict (see Cantwell 2017). This ‘contextualized’ hybrid

threat construct thus offers a more concrete typology of lawfare and a catalogue of more specific legal challenges to be addressed. Overall, however, the notion of hybrid warfare continues to fluctuate between too narrow and too broad a frame of mind.

Grey zone conflict

When a river enters the sea, the freshwater does not turn into seawater instantly. It tends to produce brackish water at first. War and peace may be polar opposites, but they too may converge in a mixed state. This realization that war and peace are continuous, rather than discrete, fields of human endeavour has given rise to the idea that they may blend into each other, producing a grey zone that is neither truly war nor truly peace (see Ruggie 1993, 28; Curtis 1994; Eide, Rosas and Meron 1995, 217). In recent years, strategic discourse has seized upon this image, above all in the United States, to spawn a range of related concepts, including the notion of grey zone threat and grey zone conflict.

A white paper published by the United States Special Forces Command (2015, 1) describes grey zone conflicts as ‘competitive interactions among and within State and non-State actors that fall between the traditional war and peace duality’. This is a broad concept, but as the white paper emphasizes, some level of aggression is required to shift peacetime competition into the grey zone (ibid, 3). A report prepared by the International Security Advisory Board of the United States State Department (2017, 2) adopts a similar approach, arguing that the central characteristic of grey zone operations is ‘that they involve the use of instruments beyond normal international interactions, yet short of overt military force’. Grey zone conflict may not be new or exceptional, but it is pathological, rather than normal. This represents one of the weak spots of the concept: wherein lies this pathological element that distinguishes grey zone operations from routine international rivalry? The International Security Advisory Board suggests that grey zone actors employ means that ‘go beyond the forms of political and social action and military operations with which liberal democracies are familiar, to make deliberate use of instruments of violence, terrorism, and dissembling’ (ibid). This approach is not unreasonable, but it relies heavily on perceptions of normality (see United States Special Forces Command 2015, 3).

Whereas the notion of hybrid warfare is preoccupied with the multimodal way in which adversaries operate, the grey zone concept focuses on the competitive space within which they conduct their activities. By definition, this space is marked by ambiguity about the nature of the conflict and the status of the parties, which in turn generates uncertainty about the applicable law (Mazarr 2015, 66; United States Special Forces Command 2015, 4). The Kerch Strait incident between Russia and Ukraine illustrates the point. On 25 November 2018, Russian coast guard
patrol boats intercepted, fired upon and seized three Ukrainian navy vessels near the entrance of the Kerch Strait. Since Russia and Ukraine are engaged in an ongoing international armed conflict, the incident is governed not only by the general rules of international law, including the law of the sea, but also by the law of naval warfare, a point that is often overlooked (for example, see Gorenburg 2019). Even though Russia could have justified both the attack and the internment of the Ukrainian crew members with reference to the law of war (Kraska 2018), consistent with its efforts to deny its involvement in an armed conflict with Ukraine, it did not invoke its belligerent rights. In addition to generating legal uncertainty, grey zone conflicts also give rise to more specific legal challenges. Since operations in the grey zone for the most part involve the same tactics and techniques as those associated with hybrid warfare (International Security Advisory Board 2017, 2–4; Jackson 2017; Wirtz 2017, 107–110), they mostly raise identical legal questions (see Schmitt and Wall 2014; Nasu 2016, 260–269; Brooks 2018).

Implicit in much of the grey zone debate is a concern that a gap has opened up between the rules of international law, which are based on the traditional duality of war and peace, and the more amorphous character of contemporary warfare (see Leed 2015, 134–135). The law is often accused of lagging behind reality. The same concern animates much of the hybrid warfare debate, as reflected in its fixation on the dividing line between war and peace.

It is true that classic legal authorities have often denied that a middle ground exists between the state of war and the state of peace (Grotius 1625, Bk III, ch XXI, I.1). For most nineteenth century international lawyers, there existed but two categories of international intercourse: ‘war and not war’, as Lord Robertson put it in the case of Janson v Driefontein Consolidated Mines Ltd (see Neff 2005, 178–186). However, the reality of warfare never quite reflected this formalistic position. Even Clausewitz (1834, Bk VIII, ch 2) was forced to admit that the extreme and unrelenting application of violence, which he identified as the internal dynamic of war in an ideal sense, finds itself tempered in the real world by competing considerations. Limited objectives, lack of incentives and the fear of escalation breed military stagnation, ‘half-wars’ and a descent into the use of force as a mere threat (ibid, Bk VIII, ch 6). Legal practice has never quite lived up to the strict doctrinal distinction between war and peace either (Schwarzenberger 1943). Formal declarations of war were always the exception, rather than the rule (Maurice 1883; see also Greenwood 1987). Neither doctrine nor practice ever gave birth to a single definition of the state of war. In a valiant but ultimate unsuccessful attempt to define the concept, Clyde Eagleton (1932, 282) was forced to conclude that there was ‘a great deal of uncertainty as to the meaning of war’.

The situation has not improved markedly in more recent times. Since 1945, States have found ways of employing force in circumstances not foreseen by the United Nations Charter. In doing so, they have adapted and recalibrated the Charter regime in several respects (see Franck 1970; Franck 2002).

Much of the grey zone debate fails to appreciate that in legal practice, the threshold between war and peace, and between their attendant regulatory frameworks, is therefore not as firm as the black letter of the law may suggest (see Hakimi 2018; see also Reisman 2013, 95–104). In important respects, the legal concept of war and peace are relative notions and the normative line that separates them is neither bright nor in fact is there a single line (see Grob 1949). All of this has important implications for the grey zone concept, since it is difficult to determine whether or not a particular competitive tactic or incident is pathological, and thus falls within the grey zone, based on normative considerations. It also means that grey zone conflicts not only generate legal ambiguity, but that legal grey zones generate conflict too.

The benefit of the grey zone construct thus lies mostly in the notion of greyness. Like the idea of a ‘cold war’ or ‘hot peace’, greyness denotes that the intensity of geopolitical confrontation lies somewhere between ordinary diplomacy and all-out war. Greyness also captures the murkiness associated with deniability, disinformation and other measures designed to deceive, confuse and subvert. By comparison, the image of a ‘zone’ is less helpful. Despite protests that the notion is not meant to replace the duality between war and peace with a tripartite model that distinguishes between war, the grey zone and peace (Joint Chief of Staff 2019, 3), in the eyes of most commentators, it seems to do exactly that. But this is misleading: the idea of a zone that is demarcated by peace at the lower end and by war at the top, and thus sandwiched between two boundaries, diverts attention away from the fact that hostile campaigns may exploit those very boundaries across different domains to achieve asymmetric coercive effects across the full spectrum of competition (see Adamsky 2018), rather than in any particular ‘zone’.

Facing up to the challenges

From a legal perspective, the three concepts explored in the preceding section—lawfare, hybrid warfare and grey zone conflict—have proved themselves to be under-inclusive in some respects and over-inclusive in others. The legal community is thus confronted with a situation where policy and strategic discourse has adopted a language that does not translate well into legal doctrine and vice versa. By not engaging with the prevailing discourse on its own terms, lawyers open themselves up to censure for ignoring current strategic priorities, including concerns over the erosion of the rules-based international order (for example, Cabinet Office 2018, 6). Yet by adopting those terms
uncritically, they run the risk of entangling themselves in concepts that may prove to be of limited benefit for legal analysis.

Nevertheless, certain insights may be identified. At the most general level, all three concepts underscore the instrumentalization of international law for strategic ends. Had Clausewitz been a lawyer, he might have observed that law is but a continuation of politics by other means. This is not to side with those realists who deny that international law is governed by its own, distinct logic. If they were right, the validity of international rules would depend on their political utility and not on legal criteria (see Peters 2018, 486). But then they would cease to be rules of law: law would be mere policy. Rather, it is to accept that international law is, by its very nature, politically contestable and open to instrumentalization for non-universal ends. As I have argued in greater detail elsewhere (Sari 2019, 186–187), in the present context this instrumentalization takes on a particular form. In hybrid warfare and grey zone conflicts, adversaries rely on law and legal arguments predominantly in order to legitimize their own behaviour and maintain their own freedom of action and to delegitimize their opponents’ behaviour and restrict their respective freedom of action. In addition, all three concepts draw attention to a set of tactics and techniques that adversaries tend to employ for these purposes. This combined catalogue of lawfare, hybrid and grey zone measures gives more concrete meaning to the instrumentalization of international law by enabling lawyers to identify specific legal questions, difficulties and vulnerabilities that demand their talents.

These are useful insights, as they increase situational awareness and contribute to a better understanding of the dynamics between international law and the pursuit of geopolitical objectives by revisionist actors. In addition, they also harbour important lessons about the nature of the legal challenges that status quo powers face.

The national interest and the international rule of law

The turn to a more antagonistic international legal system poses two types of challenges. By definition, the use of international law for geopolitical ends as part of a lawfare, hybrid or grey zone campaign affects the strategic position of the targeted State. The instrumental use of international law by adversaries thus presents a challenge, first of all, to the national interest of the on the receiving end of such a campaign. For methodological reasons, this is an important point to make. Understanding how adversaries utilize the law requires technical legal expertise. However, the strategic significance and impact of their actions is not something that can be assessed by legal criteria alone. These are questions of political judgment—inform by legal expertise, but not decided by it. A legal claim may be perfectly tenable under the law, but that does not prevent it
from being pursued with malign or hostile intent. Moreover, whether a particular claim is legally tenable or abusive may be difficult to determine conclusively with reference to legal standards such as the principle of good faith (see Dill 2017, 125–128; see also Stephens 2011). Part of the answer depends on political criteria and thus, inevitably, on non-universal and non-formalistic considerations. If the exercise of political judgment in these matters cannot be avoided, it is more conducive to sound analysis, and intellectually more honest, to acknowledge this.

The hostile instrumentalization of international law also poses a challenge to the international rule of law. Many of the tactics employed—such as taking advantage of legal gaps and thresholds in bad faith, evading legal accountability, advancing untenable legal arguments, circumventing legal commitments or engaging in manifest breaches of the applicable rules—are incompatible with respect for the rule of law. The cynical evasion and manipulation of the law not only deepens the structural weaknesses of the international legal order, especially if the culprits are great powers, but it also leads other actors to question the wisdom of their own continued compliance. At a certain point, the accumulation of persistent and serious transgressions may threaten to undermine the integrity of the international legal system as such. Specifically, the instrumental use of the law risks politicizing international legal processes and discourse to the point where their ability to serve as an effective medium for resolving political disputes is compromised. The near complete schism between Western and Russian international lawyers in their assessment of Russia’s annexation of Crimea—the former widely denouncing it as a grave violation of international law, the latter predominantly treating it as a lawful exercise of the right of self-determination—illustrates the danger (Roberts 2017, 231–240).

These two challenges are connected. When actors with a vested interest in the status quo are confronted with revisionist tactics, they face a choice. They may continue to comply with the rules that underpin the status quo and seek to reinforce them, but at the cost of abstaining from using the same illicit, though potentially effective, measures employed by their adversaries. Alternatively, they may attempt to beat revisionist powers at their own game and adopt their tactics, but at the expense of joining them in undermining respect for the rule of law. Law-abiding States must therefore navigate a precarious course: they cannot afford to counter lawfare, hybrid and grey zone challenges harmful to their national interests with identical means without chipping away at the international rule of law.

This dilemma between normative/compliant and non-normative/non-compliant counteraction manifests itself in many guises. For example, in the cyber domain, it is the United Kingdom’s position that the principle of sovereignty does not prohibit one State from interfering with the computer networks of another State where such interference falls below the level
prohibited by the principle of non-intervention (Wright 2018). On this view, cyber interference to manipulate the electoral system of another State is prohibited, but cyber operations to steal private data are not. There is no reason to doubt that this position reflects the genuinely held view of Her Majesty’s Government about the current state of international law. However, it is also safe to assume that this view is informed by a pragmatic calculation of risk and reward: the threat that low-level cyber interference poses to the United Kingdom and the benefit the country may derive from conducting or threatening to conduct such cyber operations against its competitors. Although in taking this position the United Kingdom decided against relying on international rules to protect its cyber interests, and instead opted for a non-normative approach, its National Cyber Security Centre subsequently accused Russia of acting ‘in flagrant violation of international law’ for engaging in cyber interference precisely of the kind that the Government determined was not prohibited by international law. In the light of the Government’s earlier position, this accusation lacks bite and smacks of double standards (see Biller and Schmitt 2018). The affair demonstrates that choosing brinkmanship over normative solutions, and vice versa, is not cost free.

The challenges posed by the instrumentalization of international law are complex and significant. They go to the heart of the relationship between law and power in international relations. It would be naïve, therefore, to believe that they can be resolved conclusively. Managing them and lessening their adverse impacts is a more realistic objective. Accordingly, status quo powers should aim to compete more effectively in the legal domain by defending the rule of law, deterring violations and rolling back revisionism. However, even this more modest goal requires a systematic and sustained effort. Such an effort, I suggest, should be based on two foundations.

A legal resilience perspective

The first step is to adopt a legal resilience perspective to guide policy at the strategic level. Resilience theory derives from multiple sources. One influential strand emerged in the field of ecology in the 1970s (Holling 1973). Over the years, resilience thinking has spread to other disciplines, including the social sciences and, to a lesser extent, law (see Humby 2014). Most of the resilience scholarship undertaken in the field of law is concerned with environmental law and related matters (see, for example, Demange 2012; Garmestani and Allen 2014; Benson 2015). By contrast, so far few attempts have been made to utilize the concept in the field of international

Conflict and security law. This is a missed opportunity, as adopting a legal resilience perspective promises several benefits.

Legal resilience is concerned with the resistance of legal systems to change and their capacity to adapt in response to disturbances. In essence, the aim of legal resilience theory is to understand how legal systems cope with internal and external shocks. Legal scholarship has followed other disciplines in distinguishing between two forms of resilience (see Ruhl 2010, 1375–1378). Engineering resilience refers to the capacity of a system to suffer disturbances whilst retaining its ability to return to an earlier stable state. Picture a branch twisted by the wind: can it spring back into shape or will it break? Ecological resilience, by contrast, refers to the capacity of a system to absorb the effects of disturbances through adaptation, whilst still retaining its original function and other core characteristics. If the branch breaks, will the tree grow a new one? Both forms of resilience describe the ability of a system to retain its original functionality and identity in response to disturbance, but one focuses on static coping mechanisms (resistance and recovery) and the other on dynamic strategies (adaptation). This distinction translates well into the present context, given that the capacity of international law to endure in the face of persistent breaches and its ability to adapt to the changing international environment are key areas of concern. The literature also distinguishes between two different dimensions of legal resilience (ibid, 1382). The first dimension pertains to the role that law plays in rendering other social or functional systems, for instance the economy or critical infrastructure, more resilient. The second is concerned with the resilience of the law itself. This distinction resonates well with the twin challenges posed by the instrumentalization of international law. From a resilience perspective, we may ask, first, what contribution international (or domestic) law can make towards rendering societies more resilient against the threats posed by hybrid warfare and grey zone conflicts and, second, what measures are required to make the international legal order more resilient against violations and subversion of its norms, institutions and processes.

The first benefit of adopting a legal resilience perspective, therefore, is analytical. It shines a spotlight on the capacity of international law to cope with disturbances. This focuses attention on law’s vulnerabilities and coping mechanisms. It also highlights that there is a difference between using international law in pursuit of societal resilience and increasing the resilience of the international legal order as such. The second benefit is for the formulation of policy. Resilience is not an absolute virtue. Few would wish to see the undesirable features of a social system become resilient to change. Sometimes law is an impediment to social progress, justice or peace and ought to change. However, for States that seek to safeguard their strategic position and the international rule of law against the hostile instrumentalization of international law, legal resilience is a value
worth pursuing. A legal resilience perspective encourages States to make better use of international law to strengthen their national resilience and to bolster the capacity of international rules, institutions and processes to withstand their hostile instrumentalization by adversaries. Legal resilience is, essentially, a status quo strategy. Finally, adopting a legal resilience perspective should bring different expert communities and their notions of resilience (see Shea 2016; Brinkel 2017) closer together by underscoring that resilience has a legal dimension and international law a resilience aspect (see also Beichler et al 2014).

An operational mindset

If the use of international law for strategic ends teaches one lesson, it is that international law is a dynamic system composed not only of rules, but also of legal actors, decisions, institutions, claims and counter-claims (cf. Higgins 1994, 2). This dynamic nature of international law is often overlooked. Yet there can be little hope of successfully countering the hostile instrumentalization of international law unless the international legal order is treated as a sphere wherein actors engage in legal manoeuvres and counter-maneouvres. This calls for the adoption of an operational mindset by legal practitioners and their clients. The point may be illustrated with reference to the role of legal advice in the armed forces.

First, in view of its nature as a web of rules, institutions and processes that shapes the conduct of military operations, law should be formally recognized in military doctrine and strategic thinking as a distinct environment within the overall operating environment. NATO defines the operating environment as ‘a composite of the conditions, circumstances and influences that affect the employment of capabilities and bear on the decisions of the commander’.\(^\text{31}\) Although the operating environment is understood to encompass all relevant physical and non-physical areas and factors, doctrine tends to focus on its political, military, economic, social, information and infrastructure (PMESII) dimensions, without specifically including law on this list.\(^\text{32}\) Instead, international law is treated outside this conceptual framework in its own right.\(^\text{33}\) Although this is to be welcomed to the extent that it acknowledges the distinct characteristics and special significance of the law, it nevertheless compartmentalizes legal affairs by isolating them, both conceptually and in practice, from other environments. Formally recognizing law as a dimension of the overall operating environment would remedy this.


\(^{32}\) For example, NATO, *Allied Joint Doctrine for the Conduct of Operations*, §§ 0410–0414, AJP-3 (B), March 2011.

Second, international law should be treated as a specific instrument and medium through which strategic and operational objectives may be pursued. Western military doctrine adopts a holistic and effects-based approach to targeting which is meant to consider ‘all available actions and potential effects set against the operations objective’. Despite this supposedly full-spectrum approach, law is not recognized in express terms as a source of available actions and potential effects. Instead, legal considerations usually enter the targeting process in the guise of external constraints on targeting decisions and action. This perspective is too narrow. It fails to appreciate law’s potential to achieve operational effects and the fact that operations sometimes pursue legal effects, as do freedom of navigation operations, for instance. Recognizing international law as an operating environment implies that it is a space in and through which effects may be achieved. Conceiving of law in these terms permits incorporating legal effects into the joint targeting process, which in turn provides a framework for undertaking information activities, fires and manoeuvres through legal means and to coordinate, synchronize and integrate these with other targeting activities—and to do so more consistently, effectively and subject to appropriate oversight and limitations.

Third, putting an operational mindset into practice requires sound doctrine, effective processes and adequate resources. At the heart of these requirements lies a recalibration of the way in which legal expertise is employed. Legal experts and advisors carry out a wide range of functions that include advising, litigating, negotiating and counselling. Their mandate may even involve contributing to policy planning and development (Hill 2016, 224). Whilst achieving legal effects may be implicit in most of these roles, it is seldom confirmed as an explicit responsibility. In the military context, for example, the legal advisor’s principal duty is defined as assisting the commander in exploiting operational options (Ministry of Defence 2019, § 5.1). Whereas legal advisors are expected to carry out their duties proactively, their job description fails to specifically charge them with the task of manoeuvring in the legal environment to achieve legal and operational effects. Both the law and legal expertise thus remain underutilized (see also Trachtman 2016, 281).

To rectify this, it should be recognized that the role of legal experts is not simply to provide legal support to operations, but also to undertake legal operations (cf. Department of the Army 1991). This shift in perspective must be embedded in doctrine. It also requires robust procedures, guidelines and oversight. Inevitably, engaging in legal operations in a more deliberate fashion raises questions about the dividing line between the legitimate and illegitimate use of law. Enabling legal operations also requires closer collaboration with and support from other expert communities. In an

34. NATO, Allied Joint Doctrine for Joint Targeting, § 0117, AJP-3.9, April 2016 (edn A, ver 1).
35. Ibid, § 0119.
environment increasingly saturated with legal misinformation and fake legal news, particularly close attention must be paid to the interplay between legal expertise and strategic communications (generally, see Patrikarakos 2017; Singer and Brooking 2018).

Conclusion

Following the end of the Second World War, Great Britain peacefully relinquished control over vast stretches of its colonial territories and their 800 million inhabitants. Yet, as Thomas Franck (1983) noted, it was prepared to fight a war with Argentina over the Falkland Islands, an area of approximately 4,700 square miles and a population of less than 2,000. The difference, Franck suggests, lies in the legal principle at play: Britain deemed the Argentine invasion a violation of its territorial sovereignty. The Falklands War illustrates both the weakness of international law and its power to motivate and justify strategic action.

International law is torn between its function as an instrument for ordering international society in a principled manner and its inherent vulnerability to be diverted for partisan ends. In this paper, I have argued that it is this dynamic which sustains lawfare and the various other legal tactics and techniques that characterize hybrid warfare and grey zone conflicts. From a legal perspective, the key insight to be drawn from these concepts is the rampant instrumentalization of international law for strategic ends. That the international legal system is an arena of strategic competition is hardly news, but this point has far-reaching implications for theory and practice. A naïve legalism that puts its faith in rules divorced from considerations of power is headed towards disappointment or worse. However, a narrow realism that fails to appreciate the unique function of law both as an instrument of social order and as a platform for a principled critique of power, and thus as an object of strategic contestation, is headed towards the same fate. Turning to practice, if the world has taken a turn towards a more antagonistic international law, as seems to be the case, then law-abiding societies must come to realize that the hostile instrumentalization of international law may substantially undermine their interests and severely corrode the international legal order. Not only that, but they must also take concrete steps to counter these challenges. I have argued that such efforts should be based on two foundations: a legal resilience perspective and an operational mindset. Legal resilience highlights the contribution that international law can make to render societies more resilient against hybrid and grey zone threats and that the international rule of law itself must be strengthened to withstand the kind of subversion associated with these tactics. A legal resilience perspective thus offers diverse stakeholders a common framework for analysis and a shared set of objectives at the strategic level to guide them in countering the legal challenges arising in the current security environment. In addition, adopting an operational
mindset provides legal practitioners and the clients they serve with an opportunity to recalibrate the way they use legal expertise. By treating law as an operating environment, they may develop more adequate capabilities to engage in legal operations and manoeuvre more deliberately through the legal space.
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